We’ve Brought the Best of ASU to Lake Havasu

ASU Colleges at Lake Havasu City is a different kind of ASU. Your professors will call you by your first name in our naturally casual learning environment. One day, you could be alongside your instructor in shorts and a tee cataloguing species of fish in the lake; the next, be paddling your heart out to beat your professors in a friendly canoeing competition. ASU in Lake Havasu opened fall 2012, so everything is new. This means you get to be a big part of creating, not just your own college experience, but the ASU in Havasu experience for generations of future Sun Devils.

Start the online tour.
A different kind of ASU

Located in western Arizona on the California state line, the casual atmosphere and recreational activities in and around the lake mean you could be studying side-by-side your instructors one day, then paddling your heart out to beat them in a friendly canoeing competition the next day.

In Demand Degrees = In Demand Graduates

ASU at Lake Havasu degrees are focused on career or graduate school preparation so that when you graduate you’ll have the skills you need to attain your goals.

Small class sizes. Big personal attention.

With a 15-to-1 student-to-faculty ratio, personal attention is a given. We like to say, “if you skip your math class your English professor will know.”
Higher Education at a Lower Cost

We offer one of the lowest tuitions in the state for Arizona residents, and have competitive out-of-state tuition that is less than many states’ in-state cost.